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Abstra t Experiment "Pi of the Sky" is designed to
sear h for prompt opti al emission from GRB sour es.
32 CCD ameras overing 2 steradians will monitor the
sky ontinuously. The data will be analysed on-line in
sear h for opti al ashes. The prototype with 2 ameras oparated at Las Campanas (Chile) sin e 2004 has
re ognised several outbursts of aring stars and has given
limits for a few GRB.

1 Observing strategies to sear h for new obje ts
or transients
The most violent pro esses in the Universe often manifest themselves by sudden bursts at various wavelengths.
Interesting examples are Gamma Ray Bursts (GRB) and
outbursts from A tive Gala ti Nu lei (AGN). In this paper we refer to an apparatus espe ially designed to sear h
for su h phenomena, alled " of the Sky" .
The system will onsists of 32 CCD ameras overing
2 steradians of the sky. It will monitor the sky ontinuously with 10 s exposures. Fast opti al transients will be
dete ted automati ally in real time.
At present, the only systems monitoring a large part
of the sky ontinuously are sh eye ameras having very
restri ted limiting magnitude. Therefore, for the sky monitoring one usually uses one of the three methods:
1. A teles ope observes sele ted obje t for a long period. This method is often used in AGN observing am-

pains. For ontinuous monitoring one would, however,
need as many telels opes as obje ts to be observed.
2. A teles ope performes sky s anning, imaging the
sky eld by eld. The method is usually used to sear h
for asteroids or omets. The drawba k of this strategy is
a long dead time between two observations of the same
eld.
3. A teles ope turnes towards an obje t after re eiving an external alert. This is the ommon method to
sear h for GRB opti al ounterparts. The weak point of
su h strategy is that one has to rely on an external alert
and annot dis over any new obje t.
The " of the Sky" system avoids all those drawba ks
and an be used for all appli ations des ribed above. The
pri ed to be paid for the large eld of view is restri ted
limiting magnitudo. The range is limited by the sky ba kground. It is equal to 12-13m without a lter in the ase
of single exposures and 13-14m for 10 exposures superimposed. This would mean that one ould observe an obje t
whi h has V magnitudo roughly equal to about 14 and
15 respe tively (depending on the obje t spe trum). An
important question is, if su h range is enough to observe
interesting phenomena.
2 " of the Sky" design

The design assumes that the large part of the sky is observed ontinuously. This is a hieved by two sets of 16
CCD ameras, ea h amera having 20Æ  20Æ eld of
view (FoV). The total FoV of the system is thus 2  2
steradians. This is larger than FoV of Swift BAT gamma
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Dome A

Dome B

4 mounts x 4 cameras

4 mounts x 4 cameras

100
km

{ Start dark frames olle tion - 15 minutes before the
Sun sets 10Æ below horizon.
{ Perform evening and morning s an of the sky when
the Sun is 15Æ below horizon.
{ Observe eld of view of a satellite that sear h for
GRBs - Swift, HETE or Integral.
{ Shutdown the system - 5 minutes after the Sun rises
10Æ below horizon.

System observes only elds from a prede ned list of 30Æ 
30Æ elds overlapping by 15Æ . S an s ripts are generated
a ording to odd elds from the list on one day and a ording to even elds on next day.
The algorithm to hose the eld to be observed works
Single paralla ti mount holds 4 ameras. They an
as follows.
work in two modes:
Fig. 1

Layout of the " of the Sky" system.

{ side by side: ameras over adja ent elds;
{ ommon target: all ameras observe the same eld.
Four mounts (i.e. 16 ameras) will be pla ed in a ommon
dome. Two domes will be installed at sites 100 km from
ea h other to enable reje tion of near Earth obje ts by
parallax. The apparatus is urrently under onstru tion.
3 " of the Sky" prototype
3.1 The apparatus

{ Satellites on the list ( urrently Swift, Integral and
HETE) are he ked if altitude of their FoV is at least
hmin = 30Æ above the horizon and in su h ase the
position is hosen.
{ Otherwise, the satellite with biggest part of FoV above
horizon is hosen, but it is preferable that satellite
FoV is rising rather than setting.
{ In ase it is not possible to nd any eld a ording to
the above rules the generator an hoose an alternative obje t (e.g. Large Magellani Cloud) or hoose
position above horizon in pla e where soon one of the
satellites will ome after rising above horizon.
{ Chosen eld is he ked against al ulated position
of the Moon and in ase it is loser then minimal
distan e allowed (depends on the Moon phase, for
full Moon it is equal to 30Æ ) it is reje ted and other
obje t and position must be determined.
{ The program al ulates the time when last followed
eld is lower then 30Æ and a new position must be
determined for this moment.

A prototype onsisting of two ameras has been built and
installed at Las Campanas Observatory (Chile) in June
2004. Ea h amera has a CCD of 2000  2000 pixels of
1515 m2. Cameras have been equipped with Carl Zeiss
Planar T* photo lenses of f = 50 mm, f =d = 1:4, giving
33Æ 33Æ eld of view and the s ale of 1 ar min/pixel. The
limiting magnitude for 10 s exposures is 10m 11m and
for 20 exposures added together it is 12m 13m depending on environmental onditions. In May 2006 the lenses
have been ex hanged for the nal hoi e of CANON EF
f = 85 mm.
The ameras are installed on a roboti mount ontrolled by a omputer via RS232 interfa e. The same
PC ontrolls the ameras and a quire the data performing real time analysis in sear h for rapid transients. The
data are instantly opied to the se ond PC, lo ated in a
nearby Control Room for o -line analysis.

During the night the s ript is being exe uted. A number of parameters (like CCD temperature, number of
stars in ea h frame, disk spa e, et .) is monitored by
the system manager program. In ase of any problem an
e-mail and SMS is sent to a human operator.
The system listens to the GRB Coordinate Network
GCN [1℄. If an alert is re eived the s ript exe ution is
interrupted and the mount turns immediately towards
the target.

3.2 Observing s hedule

3.3 Data ow

The system is fully ontrollable via Internet, but during
the normal operation it runs autonomously a ording to
a preprogrammed s hedule. Dedi ated s ript language
has been developed to make the s hedule programming
easy and exible. The s ript for a given night is generated
automati ally to perform the following tasks:

The 10 s exposures are being taken ontinuously. The
images are immediately analyzed while in the omputer
RAM in sear h for ashes with a rise time of the order
of se onds. Then, they are temporarily stored on a dis
and an be reexamined in ase of late arrival of an external alert. If a ash andidate is found the 100  100
{ Initialize modules - make mount alibration, start pixel samples of 7 frames are stored permanently for
ameras ooling immediately after the system startup. the re ord. In the meantime, the images are opied to the
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3.4 First results
During the rst year of operation of the prototype ea h
amera olle ted about one million exposures. Ea h night
several opti al ashes were dete ted. Most of them were
attributed to sunlight re e ted by a satellite by omparing oordinates with those al ulated from a satellite
database. Several ashes have been identi ed as aring
star outbursts. Examples are shown in Figures 2 and 3.

4 GRB opti al observations and " of the Sky"
limits
Opti al observations of Gamma Ray Bursts at the very
begining of the phenomenon are ru ial to understand
the me hanisms of energy release and transport [2℄-[6℄.
Enormous progress in this domain has been a hieved
thanks to the GRB Coordinate Network GCN [1℄ distributing burst alerts from satellites.
Roboti Earth based teles opes an turn towards the
target and sear h for an opti al ounterpart in about one
minute. This method, however, does not give a possibility to observe the obje t during the rst minute and ertainly not before the -ray emission. This is illustrated
in Figures 4 and 5. During the rst 100 s only 27 observations have been made and within the rst 50 s |
as few as 9. So far, there is no observation during the
rst 20 s, not ounting GRB 041219a and GRB 050820a
triggered by pre ursors pre eeding by a few minutes the
proper burst.
Magnitudo

se ond PC, whi h superposes the images and sear hes for
opti al transients with a rise time of minutes.
During the day, two analyses are performed in parallel on the temporarily stored data. The rst PC runs
fast photometry on individual frames, whi h an be used
later to study rapidly varying obje ts. The se ond PC
performs pre ise photometry on images superposed by
20. The results are stored permanently on a hard disk.
Out of almost 30 GB of data taken every night, about
2 GB of results is stored permanently. After 2-3 months
a 200 GB removable disk with the results is repla ed and
taken to Warsaw for further analysis.
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Fig. 2 Outburst of CN Leo are star automati aly dete ted
2005.04.02 1:13:42 UT = 3462.55620 HJD
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Opti al observations of GRB's. Measurements are
taken from [7℄. Triangles indi ate " of the Sky" limits.
Dashed and dotted lines orrespond to " of the Sky" limiting
magnitude estimated for white and V lters respe tively.
Fig. 4
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Fig. 3 Outburst of EQ Peg
are star 2004.09.19. Time in
hours after 2453267.56 HJD. Peak at 2453267.6224

No GRB opti al ounterpart has been found, but a
number of limits have been given. They are indi ated by
triangles in Fig. 4.
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Opti al observations for 200 s after a GRB [7℄.
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Distribution of GRB brightness (usually measured
with an R or V lter) measured during the rst 100 s
is shown in Fig. 6. One an see that only 3-8 bursts are
within " of the Sky" rea h. However, the la k of observations during the rst 100 s does not ne essarily mean,
that the obje t was not bright enough to be seen. Usually, it means simply that no one was fast enough to turn
his teles ope.

system shoud be able to see about 1/4 of the bursts dete ted by satellites, of ourse only among those whi h
happened during the night above the horizon.
5 Observing ampains for AGN

The outburst of the blazar 3C454.3 at the beginning of
2005 [9℄ is a spe ta ular example showing the need for
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ontinuous all sky monitoring. This giant burst has been
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tiwavelength observations of the outburst have not been
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undertaken until very late.
The maximal brightness of the blazar 3C454.3 was
3
R=12. It is well within the range of " of the Sky" apparatus. In fa t, the blazar has been re orded by the prototype ameras, however, it happened only at the falling
2
edge of the burst be ause earlier the obje t has not been
seen at the Southern hemisphere. Anyway, it on rms
1
that " of the Sky" apparatus an be used to study obje ts as remote as 3C454.3, i.e. z=0.9. After ommission0
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serving ampains like GTN (Global Teles ope Network)
Fig. 6 Maximal opti al brightness of GRB during the rst
[10℄ or WEBT (Whole Earth Blazar Teles ope) [11℄.

100 s [7℄.
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An attempt to estimate a real distribution of GRB
opti al brightness at t0 + 30 s is illustrated in Fig. 7. The
gure shows the result of extrapolation of light urves
in luding those, whi h have no measurements during the
rst 30 s. Only measurements with t  t0 + 5000 s have
been used to avoid problems with the knee aused by the Referen es
jet break. Details are given in [8℄.
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Fig. 7

One an see from Fig. 7 that the most probable GRB
opti al brightness is about 14-15 magnitudo. From the
distribution one an estimate that the " of the Sky"
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